Getting more from every product load.

This is the Supply Change.™

The opportunity:

More efficiency. Less waste.
More speed. Less damage.
More product. Less resources.
More impact in-store. Less impact on the environment.

When you work with CHEP, you’ll find we have what it takes to make all that happen for your business and your supply chain.

You’ll have the distribution platforms, the quality, the supply and access to our broad array of supply chain solutions as well as our pragmatic, roll-up-your-sleeves know-how.

Everything you need to get more from your product loads.

To move them. Stack them. Store them. Ship them. Profit from them. Throughout your network and at retail.

Everything you need for a better supply chain. One in which you make more money on every product load. One in which you better serve the world.

A more efficient, profitable and sustainable product load. Together, we can make it happen.

Profit and Planet is no longer a compromise.

What we do:

Since we were founded more than 60 years ago, we’ve helped more companies move more goods, to more places, more efficiently and more sustainably than anyone else in the world.

We do it by enabling supply chains to share and reuse our platforms.

When our customers share and reuse platforms with others, the use of higher quality platforms becomes financially feasible. Higher quality platforms reduce product damage, increase product quality, carry more product per load, improve automated systems and reduce worker injury.

By sharing and reusing the same standardised platforms, all parties within the supply chain are enabled to standardise their operations, processes and equipment. This standardisation is the mother of supply chain efficiency.

Sharing and reusing platforms also enables our customers to reduce their platform inventories and the number of platforms they need to procure, manage and maintain. Less capital is expended. Less resources are consumed.

When you outsource your platform operation to us, we handle just about everything for you. No longer will you need to invest your capital to own your own platforms—or your energy and human resources to procure, transport, administer, repair and maintain your own proprietary platform pool.

Outsourcing your platform operations also eliminates your platform risks, by removing your exposure to market supply and price fluctuation and ensuring consistency of supply and quality.
Sharing and reusing CHEP platforms eliminates waste throughout supply chains and the world.
The region’s greatest supply of sustainable distribution platforms.

**Standard Pallets**

CHEP is the global leader in shared pallet solutions. With 45 Service Centres across South Africa and millions of wooden and plastic pallets in our pools, we have the consistent quality and supply to help you best move your products. CHEP developed and continues to drive pallet standards that connect players across the supply chain to maximise efficiency and safety. We are best positioned to supply your needs, ensure your operations keep moving, and get your goods to the right place at the right time in the right condition.

**Display Units**

Our half pallets, quarter pallets, dollies, bulk display units, merchandising trays, and any other display units help increase product sales through store merchandising and display, improved replenishment and reduced out-of-stocks. Fractional pallets also facilitate distribution of smaller loads to small store formats.

**Owned Pallets**

If you need standard or customised one-way wooden pallets for domestic use or export, we can provide them through our sister company, Weatherboard. In accordance with our commitment to the environment, we source our single-use pallets from our own sustainable tree farms.

**Bins**

Rigid bins from CHEP provide the ideal solution for transporting produce from field to packhouse, protecting fruits and vegetables from damage. Our foldable bins protect your produce from packhouse to retail.

**RPCs**

RPCs address the packaging, product quality and transportation requirements of many goods currently being transported via corrugated boxes and crates. They also help reduce waste to landfills and reduce transportation costs and CO₂ emissions.

**IBCs**

IBCs offer a cost-effective, environmentally sustainable way to transport food-grade liquids. With the widest range of containers in the industry, we’ll collaborate with you to find the right platform for your needs.
For more than 60 years, CHEP has been a global leader in the sharing and reuse of resources to eliminate waste. Today in everything we do, we’re focused on helping our customers develop and improve more efficient, safer and environmentally sustainable supply chains. It’s all part of CHEP’s Better Planet initiative, as we work to minimise the impact of the Supply Chain on the environment.

**Global Good:** For more than 60 years, CHEP has been a global leader in the sharing and reuse of resources to eliminate waste. Today in everything we do, we’re focused on helping our customers develop and improve more efficient, safer and environmentally sustainable supply chains. It’s all part of CHEP’s Better Planet initiative, as we work to minimise the impact of the Supply Chain on the environment.
Only CHEP:
No one has helped more companies move more goods to more places for more people than CHEP. Our engineers and experts have been at the heart of thousands of supply chains—collaborating with customers to streamline operations. Our unmatched portfolio of supply chain solutions can help you optimise every aspect of your operation. We look forward to collaborating with you to help you get more out of every product load.

CHEP sources all of the timber used to make its wooden pallets from sustainable tree farms.

Our foresters ensure that the timber we use for our pallets is replenishable and does not deplete resources.

CHEP owns several tree farms in South Africa. All of our farms are FSC® certified or working toward FSC® certification.

How you’ll benefit:
The following will give you a good idea of the many ways our solutions can help improve your supply chain:

+ Reduce your supply chain’s impact on the environment
+ Improve the quality of your delivered goods
+ Increase the amount of product you ship per product load and per truckload
+ Map and improve the flow of your goods, platforms and data upstream, in-stream and downstream
+ Reduce your platform inventory management costs
+ Improve your materials handling processes within your manufacturing and warehouse facilities
+ Increase the uptime of your automated and manual handling systems
+ Eliminate empty lanes and trips within your transportation network
+ Increase your in-store sales through improved merchandising and reduced out-of-stocks
+ Implement tracking technology systems to safeguard your high-value products and platforms
+ Free your people from all platform-related tasks and activities
Our Consumer Goods Solutions help you execute the world’s best practices.

- Platform Solutions
  - Pallets
  - Bins
  - RPCs
  - IBCs
  - Custom
  - Display
  - Value Chain Analysis
  - Platform Mix Optimisation
  - Product Damage Reduction
  - Environmental Impact Analysis
  - Tracking Systems

- System-Wide Solutions
  - Platform Management

- Manufacturing and Warehouse Solutions
  - Product Load Optimisation
  - Material Handling Systems Optimisation

- Transportation Solutions
  - Platform Delivery
  - Platform Collection
  - Collaborative Transport
  - Truck Load Optimisation

- International Solutions
  - International Flows
  - New Markets

- Corporate Social Responsibility
  - Environmental Sustainability
  - Workforce Safety
  - Food Waste Reduction
  - Community Development
  - BBBEE
This is the Supply Change.

Together we can make it happen.

Platform Solutions. Just 1 of 20 Consumer Goods Solutions from CHEP.

If you’re looking to improve your supply chain, let’s talk.
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